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on, trade it in, give it a second life. Starting problems in your Honda Civic can be frustrating to
diagnose. When starting your engine, the starter, ignition system, fuel system and engine
control computer must all work in harmony for the engine to fire. A malfunction in even one of
the minor components in one of these systems can leave you stranded. If the starter doesn't
turn over when you turn the key, begin by examining the connections between the positive and
negative battery cables and the battery terminals. Over time corrosion can develop between the
cable ends and the battery terminal. If any is present it must be cleaned with a battery brush.
Also tighten the retaining bolts that secure the cables to the battery terminals. Try turning on
the headlights. If they seem dimmer than normal the battery needs to be charged. In addition to
checking the battery terminals and headlight brightness as described above, examine the
negative battery cable's connection to the vehicle's body. If the retaining bolt is loose, tighten it,
and if there is corrosion, clean it with a wire brush. Also check that the electrical wires
connected to the starter are securely fastened. If none of the above resolves the problem,
remove the starter and take it to an auto parts store to be tested. Replace as necessary. Turn on
the headlights and check for a dead battery. Begin by making the sure the bolts that secure the
starter to the engine block are tight. If that is not the problem, remove the starter and examine
the teeth on both the starter gear and the flex plate. Begin by checking to make sure there is
fuel in the tank. If the fuel gauge or sending unit is malfunctioning, it may appear that there is
gas in the tank when it is in fact empty. Remove the spark plugs disconnect only one plug wire
at a time to avoid mixing up the firing order and check to see if the plugs are fouled or damaged.
Check the spark plug gap using a gap gauge. If the engine fires but will not run, it could be a
result of vacuum leaks at the intake manifold. Tighten the bolts that connect the carburetor or
throttle body to the intake manifold and the bolts that connect the intake manifold to the engine.
On carbureted engines you can test if fuel is reaching the carburetor by disconnecting the fuel
line at the carburetor and placing it into a fuel container. Have someone crank the engine while
you look to see if fuel is coming out of the line. The fuel lines on fuel injected vehicles operate
under intense pressure. Fuel pressure tests on fuel injected vehicles are best left to
professional mechanics. Jeffrey Caldwell has been a freelance writer for over five months and
has published over articles on websites like eHow and Trails. Caldwell writes articles on a wide
range of topics including travel, camping and automotive mechanics. Engine Fires But Does Not
Run If the engine fires but will not run, it could be a result of vacuum leaks at the intake
manifold. It only takes a minute to sign up. I tried to start the vehicle after running it for some
time. It did not start. When I turn the ignition switch, the battery light comes on normal and
brake light comes on normal and the check engine light comes on momentarily and then goes
out. There is no start and no crank. I checked the operation of the solenoid and starter by bypassing the ignition circuit - and the car starts and runs normally. I checked the ignition
switch in accordance with the shop manual and it is operating properly. I checked the starter
relay and the clutch interlock relay it is a manual transmission and they are operating normally.
I do not have any indication on the ECU with the exception of one momentarily blip when
turning the ignition switch to the starting position. I checked the wiring for the starting circuit
and found no problems. I am looking for ideas. Double check everything. If you can power the S
terminal on the starter and get the car to start than it's on the other side of the circuit. Check
your fuses, the relay should have power on two pins, one that powers the relay coil while
cranking and one that passes power to the starter S terminal when the relay closes. Check for
ground on the pin that goes from the relay to the S terminal on the starter. If you don't have

ground on the pin there is issue with the wiring. Sign up to join this community. The best
answers are voted up and rise to the top. Honda Civic- no start-no crank Ask Question. Asked 4
years, 8 months ago. Active 4 years, 8 months ago. Viewed 2k times. Improve this question. Ben
Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. Pull the relay again and make sure when someone
presses the clutch the relay coil is grounded. Improve this answer. Ben Ben Sign up or log in
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Question feed. Here's a good one. Had water come in and it shorted my main relay. I tested the
ECU on another civic and it's working I changed the main relay and now it's just spinning the
starter and won't crank over. Can anyone help me out on this one?? Rowefast answered 4 years
ago. Sergio answered 4 years ago. There's spark and fuel coming in but it won't crank Before I
changed the relay there was no spark or fuel but it would crank. Looks white Right now I'm
trying to retrieve a broken valve cover bolt Ok, good spark, so how wet did this get? Could have
the timing belt gotten wet? Timing off maybe, otherwise you may be lacking fuel pressure. May
have to check the fuel pressure, it should be 40 to 47 lbs. I have a 93 hatchback with a D16Y1
motor and it won't start. I tested the ECU on another civic and it's working I changed the mai I
have a Honda Civic hatchback, automatic trans. The person I bought it from said someone had
attempted to steal it so it had to be started with a screwdriver. I have the title so it's all leg I have
a 91 Honda Civic that overheated on me and I caught it before it got too hot shut it off and now it
doesn't want to come back on. Can someone help my EF won't start changed the starter, main
relay, distributor, alternator, battery, ignition switch and nothing can anyone help. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Honda Civic Hatchback question. Sell
Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Honda Civic Hatchback. Get Started.
Search Honda Civic Hatchback Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. One of the most
important â€” and most forgotten â€” components of any vehicle's ignition system is the starter
relay. This electrical part is designed to redirect power from the battery to the starter solenoid,
which then activates the starter to spin over the engine. The proper activation of this process
allows the ignition switch's circuit to complete, which will permit you to shut the vehicle off
when you turn the key off. Although it's unlikely that you'll ever experience a problem with the
starter relay, it is prone to mechanical failure and will need to be replaced by a professional
mechanic if it wears out. Most of today's modern cars and trucks have an electronic ignition
switch that is activated by remote key. This key has an electronic chip embedded that links up
with the computer on your vehicle and allows the ignition button to activate. There are times
when this type of key will impact the operation of the starter relay and display similar warning
signs as if this system is damaged. Listed below are a few of the symptoms of a damaged or
worn out starter relay. If you notice these warning signs, make sure you contact a local ASE
certified mechanic to completely inspect your vehicle as these symptoms might indicate
problems with other components. The most obvious warning sign that a problem with the
starter relay exists is when the vehicle won't start when you engage the ignition process. As
stated above, electronic keys do not have a manual ignition switch. However, when powered, it
should send a signal to the starter relay once the key is turned or the starter button is pressed.
If you press this button or if you turn the key on a manual ignition switch and the vehicle does
not turn over, it may be caused by a problem with the starter relay. This problem may be
attributed to a circuit that has failed, so no matter how many times you turn the key, the vehicle
will not start. If the circuit has not yet completely failed, you may hear a clicking noise as you try
to turn the key. In either case, you should contact a professional mechanic to inspect the
symptom and correctly diagnose the precise cause. When you start your engine and release the
key or stop pressing the starter button on a modern vehicle, the circuit is supposed to close,
which will discontinue power to the starter motor. If the starter stays on after the engine has
ignited, the main contacts in the starter relay have most likely welded together in the closed
position. When this occurs, the starter relay will be stuck in the on position and damage will
occur to the starter, circuit, relay, and the transmission flywheel if it is not addressed
immediately. If the starter relay is working properly, it will send power to the starter every time it
is engaged. However, it is possible that the starter relay will become damaged due to excessive
heat, dirt, and debris or other issues that might cause sporadic operation of the starter. If you
try to start your car and the starter doesn't activate instantly, but you turn the key switch once

again and it works, this is most likely due to a problem with the relay. In this case, it's important
that you contact a mechanic as soon as possible so they can determine what is causing the
intermittent contact. In many cases an intermittent starting problem is linked to a bad wire
connection that may become dirty due to exposure under the hood. This symptom is common
when your battery is low on amps , but is also an indicator that your starter relay is not sending
a full signal. The relay is an all or nothing device, meaning that it either sends the full electrical
current or sends nothing to the starter. However, there are some occasions when a damaged
starter relay will cause the starter to make a clicking sound when you turn the key. The starter
relay is a very durable and reliable mechanical part, however it is possible for damage to occur
requiring a mechanic to replace the starter relay. If you notice any of these warning signs, make
sure to contact one of the professional mechanics at YourMechanic. This article originally
appeared on YourMechanic. Autoblog is partnering with YourMechanic to bring many of the
repair and maintenance services you need right to you. Get service at your home or office 7
days a week with fair and transparent pricing. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Here are some symptoms of a bad or failing starter relay One of the most important,
and most forgotten, components of the ignition system. Share 0 Comments. Vehicle does not
start The most obvious warning sign that a problem with the starter relay exists is when the
vehicle won't start when you engage the ignition process. Starter stays on after engine started
When you start your engine and release the key or stop pressing the starter button on a modern
vehicle, the circuit is supposed to close, which will discontinue power to the starter motor.
Intermittent issues starting the vehicle If the starter relay is working properly, it will send power
to the starter every time it is engaged. Clicking sound coming from the starter This symptom is
common when your battery is low on amps , but is also an indicator that your starter relay is not
sending a full signal. Looking for a new starter relay? Check out dozens of relays and solenoids
right here Buy Now Autoblog may receive a share from purchases made via links on this page.
Pricing and availability is subject to change. Maintenance Ownership electrical system relays
starters. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank
You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. Forums New posts Search forums
Search images. Showcase New items New comments Latest reviews Search showcase.
Members Registered members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. Image Searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Search images. Log in.
Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Twitchy87 Start date Jun
20, Tags civic issues relay starter wont start. Twitchy87 New Member. Having issues with my
Civic EX not starting. All I get is a clicking sound. Thought it was the battery so we swapped
that, and still having the same issue. Does anyone know where they are? M16 Member. M16
said:. Yes exactly. Well this is an issue. So if it is bad how is it supposed to be replaced? Ever
fix your issue? Curious to hear how you resolved yours. Check towards the rear if you have oil
leaking from the valve cover gasket, I've seen it with oil leaking on the starter. My daughter had
a similar problem on her LX , it wouldn't start, good battery, the starter was replaced, it was ok
for a few days but the problem came back, the valve gasket cover was leaking onto the starter.
The repair was done on warranty. Thanks for this info, funny enough I did notice the area was
wet on top around the valve cover. I would assume its also wet in the rear then.. I am about to
get out here in the next 30min and take a look underneath remove the body cover and look at
the connections on the starter. Referring back to the relay box in the above post, the entire unit
is one assembly so you can't even just take 1 relay and swap with the starter one as the thing is
all housed within that plastic rectangle that buddy circled.. Wow this thing is hidden in there..
The unit does have oil on the body of it.. You could also claim the price of the starter. You must
log in or register to reply here. Member Posted Images. Hi, I have a 93 Honda civic that I have
had battery issues with for a while. I recently bought a new battery, but the positive cable has
been lose. I had issues starting the car, but wiggling the cable around usually worked for this.

The other day, though, it took several tries for the car to start. I tried to start it later that day, and
it wouldn't do anything but emit a low buzz sound like something was trying to charge. It tried to
turn over once, but died imediately. I tried jump starting it today, but nothing happened. I am
wondering if it is the alternator or the starter. I have never had problems with either one of
those, so am not sure what the signs are that they are bad. Please help. Do you. The battery will
not recharge efficiently if that cable is loose. Chances are that is all that is wrong, but now the
battery will need to be recharged after fixing the loose cable. To test the charging system, use
an inexpensive digital voltmeter to measure battery voltage while the engine is running. It must
be between If it stays near Was this answer. I have a 93 honda civic ex coupe. All of a sudden it
wont start. No spark no nothing. When I turn the key it doesnt try to turn over or anything
anymore first it tried to turn over now it just click click and thats it can some one help me here
and tell me whats wrong with my car. The lights come on when I try to start but no spark no
churn no nothing just click click and thats it usually starts after a jump but this time the jump
didnt work. Could it still be the battery. They battery is used and its been in the car since Try
checking for loose connections. Check fuses also. If that all checks out, put a voltmeter on the
battery. It should be You may also check to see if you are getting battery voltage down to the
starter and the "s wire" on the starter. This is the smaller wire. You should have power there
when the vehicle is being cranked. Everything works electrically interior, and exterior, lights,
radio, etc. No starter action when key is turned. I would appreciate even one or two places to
start a diagnosis. Even with everything being able to function a poor battery connection will not
allow juice enough to allow the starter to operate. Start by cleaning the connections to the
battery and make sure they are tight as well. Hello, I attempted to start my car the other morning
and when I turned the key all the lights lit up but no noise from my car. When I turn the key all
the dash lights come on, headlights work, but no noise from my engine, not even a click. I
attempted to jump off the starter and it began to spin, but didn't engage the motor, it only
produced a loud whining noise. I had battery tested and charged, and it checked out fine. I
checked all battery and starter cables for good connections, and they were fine. Still no
response from engine when I turn the key. What is the problem, because otherwise this car runs
like a sewing machine with no problems. Inspect and test the starter cut relay, clutch switch and
ignition switch Was this answer. I checked all the mentioned parts and they all checked out, but
while inspecting the clutch switch I noticed that the rubber grommet in the clutch pedal that is
supposed to engage and disengage the clutch switch when depressed was missing. I also had
one missing in my brake pedal, which would explain why my brake lights were staying on and
draining my battery. Instead of putting rubber grommets back though I put metal pieces in there
to engage both switches. My car started right up with no problems. Thanks for the direction.
Before I get into it, could it be the starter, clutch safety switch or igition switch? The car has
power and the lights work but nothing happens when you turn the key and try to start it? Where
should I start? Thank you, Randy Was this answer. Hi Randy, Start by testing the battery. It
must have more than 12 V. Lights might work but for the starter to crank, more power is
required. Next check the starter. Check the starter solenoid wire to see it it is secured. If yes,
disconnect the wire and attach a remote wire to the soleanoid terminal. If applying voltage to the
wire cranks the starter, it is OK. Check power supply to starter solenoid. Attach a test lamp to
the disconnected wire from the starter solenoid. Get an assistant to turn the ignition switch and
see if power is available. I checked the battery and voltage and no issues. I checked the starter
soleniod wire and it was loose. I reconnected it and the car started! You guys nailed it! Glad that
you have solved the problem. Have a nice day. I recently had a problem with my car starting. I
got in and turned the key with the clutch depressed, as normal, and the starter sounded as if it
spun up, but failed to engage the flywheel. I took the starter out of my car and got it checked at
a local auto parts store, where it performed like normal, the bendix kicking out, the unit drawing
amps, all kinds of spinning. I should note that I changed the clutch about 6 months ago. Any
thoughts about what I should check next? If the start is internally winding but not engaging,
either the starter needs to be replaced or the flywheel ring gear has been chewed up or is
missing teeth. I let the car run for approximately 30min then turned it off. I can't restart it now
but the lights in the dash and all other lights also work, but the starter won 't click or make any
sound or turn over. I'm thinking that this could be an alternator problem or relay. Hi there, First
thing is to make sure that the battery terminals are tight, check the starter main cable is tight.
Pull the small wire off the starter solinoid and check that there is 12V there when you have the
key on crank, If so starter is the problem, if not, check starter relay and main engine fuse Mark
mhpautos Was this answer. THis car has a bout , miles on it and when I bought it it ran like a
dream with no problems but the battery would run dry if I left the terminals on the battery
overnight. After a while the car had other electrical problems by the car not wanting to give full
power when I turnd on the head lights and after a lil while of that happing it just wouldnt turn

over. All the dash ligghts come on when I trun the key and I mean all of them and none will shut
off. I can turn and hold the key over and about every ten seconds the motor will crank a bout
half but just stop. I left it sit for about a month and just decided to try to start it agian and it
started right up but about 1 minut later and it had the same problem agian. What is wrong with
my honda I have never experianced this problem b4. The alternator must be good since it keeps
the battery charged as long as I take off the turminals when the car is not running. And I have
check all main fuses and nothing so please help. The next thing to check would be the ignition
switch. If the battery is draining off, it could possibly be a faulty relay that remains stuck after
being switched off. You need to do a parasitic drain test to confirm this. I've got a Honda Civic
LX 's that won't start in my drive-way. When I turn the ignition to the first stage, all electrics are
functioning headlights, interior lights and switches, radio, everything. It doesn't even attempt to
turn over, there is only a single clicking sound coming from under the hood. I tried getting a
jump from my friend's car thinking maybe the battery didn't have enough juice, but didn't help.
Same problem with the single click. While holding the key at the second stage, attempting to
start the engine, there's an extremely faint buzzing sound, that then stops when I stop trying to
turn on the engine. It sounds like a starter motor problem. The clicking you hear is the starter
solenoid trying to engage. Run some tests on the starter motor, if found faulty, replace it. Please
login or register to post a reply. Had Starter Checked And Ignition. When your engine is not
cranking turning over it will be mainly due to three separate areas, first it could be the battery,
cables or poor connection, next is the starter No Starter? No Starter Operation What Up?
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! I have a Honda Civic. When you turn the key you
hear a click. We thought it was the starter so we bought a rebuilt and put it in. It still does not
turn over - not even a ruvvv - just a click The old start is good and so is the new one. The
battery is good. The ignition switch is good. My battery died while I was at work the other day
for no reason no headlights on, no dome lights on, no door ajar, etc and after getting a jump
start, I took the car to Wal-mart to get a new battery. Here they told me my car just needed to be
charged. The next day, I got in my car to go to work I have a honda civic dx It would not start at
all. Try to jump start the car many times and nothing no click no sounds but lights in the pannel.
My friend unhooked the battery cables and hooked them back again. Then it started making a
purring sound when turning the key but beside that Coming from vacation after 5 days my civic
99 DX won't start. When I try it cranks for while but no luck. So I took the battery to checker they
told battery needs to replace. I changed the battery. Still no luck. Could anybody please suggest
what I need to do next? I know very little about car I left the head lights on for an hour ,after
switching them off ,I started the car ,it starts. Later in evening I saw the cabin light was On too
,when I try to start ,can't ,seems battery drain. So I stop a taxi and tried to Jump ,but no
success. Remember Me? Find questions to answer Find today's questions Find unanswered
questions. Search Topics. Login Not a member? Join our community. Takimaru Posts: 6,
Reputation: 1. Jun 3, , PM. It USED to not start during hot weather and sometimes quick trips to
the store when left in the parking lot. If I were to let it sit again after the failed start for a few
minutes, then it'd start back up again. When it fails, it goes 'dug dug dug vewwwwww From
what I've read on this site, this is generally the sign of a bad relay. Before that, I replaced the
distributor and some fuses, which covered previous failures to start. Anyway, now when I try to
start the engine, it makes a higher pitched whirring sound instead of the initial 'dug dug dug
VROOM'. Someone told me it could be the starter, so I replaced that entirely. At the auto parts
shop they tested my old starter and said it didn't turn over at all, so I figured this would do it.
After installing the new starter, it makes a 'whirr whirr dug whirr whirr dug' kind of sound now,
like it's trying to catch but the timing is somewhat off. I don't know if this is the flywheel, as I
couldn't turn it by hand but when I looked inside the teeth seemed to be in good shape, at least
on one side. However, I still have not replaced the main relay. The sparkplugs are several
months old, but I wish I could record the sound it makes to post it here. Any advice or help
would be appreciated. TxGreaseMonkey Posts: 16,, Reputation: Hmm, thanks. When I turn the
ignition on, I did it to position 'II' , the check engine light does come on and then go off after 2
seconds, which is when I hear a click. I'm not sure if I hear the fuel pump run. Is it the
'shhhhhhh' that happens before the 'click'? If so, it's probably working When I jumped the
Service Check Connector the two slotted cable in the green rubber coating on the passenger's
side? Like solid on, no flashes or whatever. Then when I take the paper clip jump out, the CEL
goes off. This is all while the key is in position 2. I don't have a multi meter or anything to do the
K-Test but I can check the ECM to see if the plate has a spiral blue pattern from heat
discoloration--last time I looked at it, it did. Jun 4, , PM. Okay, quick update. I replaced the Main
Relay with a new one. Just out of curiousity, took out the igniter unit, checking the distributor
cap and rotor for any problems. The unit however, had a yellow wire that was getting caught
between spinny parts my best description for them and the coating had rubbed off, a huge

problem. So I replaced the igniter unit entirely. Still doesn't start. Rather, it'll still make that
noise. What does that leave? I'm really curious if it's an electrical component or otherwise that
would cause my start up to sound like that, a higher pitched whirring sound instead of that
rhythmic sparking sound. Jun 5, , AM. Ensure the timing belt didn't break or slip. Replace the
coil and rotor, if the timing belt is fine. Jun 6, , PM. All right, so here's what I did. Did spark test
with sparkplugs, they produced a very dim orange spark don't know if that means anything , but
sparkplugs are cheap so I replaced them anyway with new ones properly gapped. Removed
timing belt cover and checked it out. Ignition coil and rotor are good. I rechecked the sparkplug
wires to make sure they were in the right place. Still won't start. After a crank or two, I smell
gasoline. Again, I do hear the relay click and the fuel pump going. When I start it, it still goes
'whirr whirr dug whirr whirr dug' So what else could it be Jun 7, , AM. What's your basis for
saying the coil is good? I would replace it, based on the weak spark test. You are smelling gas
because the plugs are barely firing. I'm still not too familiar with everything here so I thought
you meant the thing that was located in the ignition unit--sorry if I misunderstood. I replaced the
entire ignition unit, and I perhaps mistakenly thought the coil was part of it so I felt it should be
good. What does it look like and whereabouts can I find it? Thank you. Jun 7, , PM. It's inside
the distributor. Here's what it looks like: AutoZone. Easy job. Jun 8, , PM. So we ran a
compression test on the opening that sparkplug 1 goes into I was told that it was supposed to
be around 92 or something. Checked the other cylinders and it was also fairly low, like the
others read 35ish, 40 and 60 respectively. Would that also keep the engine from starting
properly? I've read that too much variation could keep it from running well. Jun 9, , AM. Yes, all
of the readings are exceedingly low. Jul 21, , AM. Hello you guys. I was reading this thread and
it seemed to just cut off.. I'm having a similar problem and I'm trying to read any forums around
that could help.. If the car decides its going to start. It runs great.. Main relay was re-soldered
and replaced, computer was replaced, fuel pump was replaced, battery was replaced.. Starter
sounds like its dragging wirrrrrr dg whirrrrrr dg whirrrrr dg wirrrrr Last night when I left work it
was working like a charm, got to my destination and whe I tried to leave, it had trouble starting
at first. I left it alone for a hour or so, went back started it and it hesitated, I gave it some gas on
a second try, it caught and sounded a bit rough but then leveled out and ran nice.. I was
supposed to be a work this morning instead I'm doing this.. Not your question? Ask your
question View similar questions. Honda civic 95 what's going on? Battery dead cell, or starter?
Honda Civic 99 won't start good battery [ 1 Answers ] Coming from vacation after 5 days my
civic 99 DX won't start. Honda Civic Battery drain ,jumping no start [ 2 Answers ] I left the head
lights on for an hour ,after switching them off ,I started the car ,it starts. Answer Find questions
to answer. Find today's questions. Find unanswered questions. Search Search Topics.
Advanced Search. Not a member? Takimaru Posts: 6, Reputation: 1 New Member. Send a
private message to Takimaru. Find latest posts by Takimaru. Find latest posts by
TxGreaseMonkey. Send a private message to jiujitsuhonda. Find latest posts by jiujitsuhonda.
One of the most important â€” and most forgotten â€” components of any vehicle's ignition
system is the starter relay. This electrical part is designed to redirect power from the battery to
the starter solenoid, which then activates the starter to spin over the engine. The proper
activation of this process allows the ignition switch's circuit to complete, which will permit you
to shut the vehicle off when you turn the key off. Although it's unlikely that you'll ever
experience a problem with the starter relay, it is prone to mechanical failure and will need to be
replaced by a professional mechanic if it wears out. Most of today's modern cars and trucks
have an electronic ignition switch that is activated by remote key. This key has an electronic
chip embedded that links up with the computer on your vehicle and allows the ignition button to
activate. There are times when this type of key will impact the operation of the starter relay and
display similar warning signs as if this system is damaged. Listed below are a few of the
symptoms of a damaged or worn out starter relay. If you notice these warning signs, make sure
you contact a local ASE certified mechanic to completely inspect your vehicle as these
symptoms might indicate problems with other components. The most obvious warning sign that
a problem with the starter relay exists is when the vehicle won't start when you engage the
ignition process. As stated above, electronic keys do not have a manual ignition switch.
However, when powered, it should send a signal to the starter relay once the key is turned or
the starter button is pressed. If you press this button or if you turn the key on a manual ignition
switch and the vehicle does not turn over, it may be caused by a problem with the starter relay.
This problem may be attributed to a circuit that has failed, so no matter how many times you
turn the key, the vehicle will not start. If the circuit has not yet completely failed, you may hear a
clicking noise as you try to turn the key. In either case, you should contact a professional
mechanic to inspect the symptom and correctly diagnose the precise cause. When you start
your engine and release the key or stop pressing the starter button on a modern vehicle, the

circuit is supposed to close, which will discontinue power to the starter motor. If the starter
stays on after the engine has ignited, the main contacts in the starter relay have most likely
welded together in the closed position. When this occurs, the starter relay will be stuck in the
on position and damage will occur to the starter, circuit, relay, and the transmission flywheel if
it is not addressed immediately. If the starter relay is working properly, it will send power to the
starter every time it is engaged. However, it is possible that the starter relay will become
damaged due to excessive heat, dirt, and debris or other issues that might cause sporadic
operation of the starter. If you try to start your car and the starter doesn't activate instantly, but
you turn the key switch once again and it works, this is most likely due to a problem with the
relay. In this case, it's important that you contact a mechanic as soon as possible so they can
determine what is causing the intermittent contact. In many cases an intermittent starting
problem is linked to a bad wire connection that may become dirty due to exposure under the
hood. This symptom is common when your battery is low on amps , but is also an indicator that
your starter relay is not sending a full signal. The relay is an all or nothing device, meaning that
it either sends the full electrical current or sends nothing to the starter. However, there are
some occasions when a damaged starter relay will cause the starter to make a clicking sound
when you turn the key. The starter relay is a very durable and reliable mechanical part, however
it is possible for damage to occur requiring a mechanic to replace the starter relay. If you notice
any of these warning signs, make sure to contact one of the professional mechanics at
YourMechanic. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Starting And
Charging Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including
diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with
all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U.
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on after engine started When you start your engine and release the key or stop pressing the
starter button on a modern vehicle, the circuit is supposed to close, which will discontinue
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properly, it will send power to the starter every time it is engaged. Clicking sound coming from
the starter This symptom is common when your battery is low on amps , but is also an indicator
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reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Chris 22 years of experience. Request Chris. Good
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James. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. However, getting it to crank Read more. The
highest tech cars can contain miles of electrical wiring. Wires must be secured and protected
from heat and debris in order to work properly. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Ignition Ignitor
Common signs include engine misfires, the Check Engine Light coming on, car not starting, and
a decrease in power, acceleration, and fuel efficiency. All of that AC system is run by the
computer. If you jump it and it works, watch my video. I even have a video "how to fix your AC
system cheaply. New battery; car won't start Hello. If the car is not starting after a battery
replacement then you either have a bad connection at the battery or it is possible that the
programming in the computer got corrupted when the voltage was lost. This can Fluctuating
RPM gauge when going up hills Hey there. It's hard to tell without further information. Automatic
transmissions rely on solenoids and electronic sensors to shift. If these sensors have failed, the
symptoms would be similar to yours. Issues with your fuel system will also produce similar
Browse other content. Schedule your Starting And Charging Inspection today! Starting And
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for "honda starter relay". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
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